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   Abstract  

 

Emotion Generation and Summarization form Affective Text deals with new aspect for categorizing the document based on the 

emotions such as Empathy, Touched, Boredom, Warmness, Amusement and Surprise. In order to predict the emotion contained 

in content a proposed model i.e.  Emotion Topic Model is used. Using this it first generates a latent topic from emotions, 

followed by generating affective terms from each topic. First it separates emotion and word document and derived probabilities 

for it. The model which we proposed will utilize the complementary advantages of both emotion-term model and topic model. 

Emotion-topic model allows associating the terms i.e. words and emotions via topics which is more flexible. For classification 

we have used Naive Bayesian algorithm and Iteration based Nearest Neighbor Algorithm which will predict emotion accurately. 

For each emotion, we will be displaying emoticon and songs recommendation will be available for user. So that in future user 

can upload and enjoy their own choice of song based on their emotion which is detected from text.   

Keywords- Affective Text Mining, Emotional-Topic Model  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mining frequent patterns is perhaps one of the most important concepts in data mining. From this concept a lot of other data 

mining tasks and theories stem. It should be the beginning of any data mining technical training because, on one hand, it gives a 

very clear cut idea about what data mining is and, on the other, it is not extremely technical. Affective text based mining allows 

us to conclude a number of conditional probabilities for unseen documents, e.g., the probabilities of latent topics given an 

emotion, and that of terms given a topic. There are different methods used to deal with the affective text mining those are 

Emotion-Term model topic, based-SVM model, term- based SVM model, and LDA model and so on. LDA model can only 

discover the topics (words) from document but it cannot bridge the connection between social emotions and affective text. 

Previous work mainly focuses on titles information, so the efficiency of these models is varying [1]. Emotion-term model treats 

terms individually and cannot discover the contextual information within the document. Emotion-term model unable utilize the 

term co-occurrence information within document and cannot distinguish the general terms from the affective terms [5]. 

Traditional topic model can only discover the latest topics from the document set but it cannot able to bridge the connection 

between social emotions and affective text. 

Our proposed system follows supervise learning mechanism for training our system. Our system will detect emotion 

with help of Emotion Topic model which is based on Naïve Bayesian Algorithm and it follows LDA model. Classification will 

be done based on n Instance based Nearest Neighbour Algorithm. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Affective Text Mining 

Large work has been done in past on affective content mining but not on connection between affective terms and emotion. To 

explore the connection between affective terms and social emotions, a task named SentiWordnet is considered. “A Publicly 

Available Lexical Resource for Opinion Mining” it basically involves Opinion about any product or political candidate from that 

social website user [3]. Mainly it collects information about Opinion from text and that will be based on Text SO polarity which 

is nothing but subjective and Objective polarity and also Text PN polarity for positive and negative categorization of a opinion, 

basically from that Strength of PN polarity will used for calculating score assignment to each opinion with values 0.0 to 1.0, 

weight age for opinion is being calculated from that total average value [3]. Existing approaches will not consider relationship 

across word. In previous work the emotions and terms were not linked and there will be only minimum likelihood of estimation 

of emotions then with the help of proposed model, now we are able to visualize the emotion assignments at the term level.  

B. Topic Based Modeling 

A topic model is a type of statistical model for discovering the abstract "topics" that occur in a collection of documents. A topic 

model will capture this intuition in a mathematical framework, which allows examining a set of documents and discovering, 

based on the statistics of the words in each, what the topics might be and what each document's balance of topics is.  
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1) LDA: Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative statistical model that allows sets of observations to be explained by 

unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. 

2) PLSI: Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), also known as probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI, especially 

in information retrieval circles) is a statistical technique for the analysis of two-mode and co-occurrence data. 

In LDA, each document may be viewed as a mixture of various topics. This is similar to probabilistic latent semantic 

analysis (pLSA), except that in LDA the topic distribution is assumed to have a Dirichlet prior. In practice, this results in more 

reasonable mixtures of topics in a document. It has been noted, however, that the pLSA model is equivalent to the LDA model 

under a uniform Dirichlet prior distribution 

LDA has been enlarging to more advanced application domains with additional sampling steps. There will be several 

techniques available to predict topics but the main difference lies in different sampling distributions [4]. Their author variable is 

chosen uniformly from a set of authors while emotion variable is sampled from multinomial distributions by the emotions 

contributed by web users. LDA is extended with a different set of information, i.e. social emotions which are contributed by 

online users, in the latent topics Modeling process [4]. So to achieve our aim, proposed system present two baseline models one 

is Emotion Term model while other is LDA topic model and we are going to use combination of both i.e nothing but Emotion-

Topic model. 

 Emotion-Term model uses naïve byes to model affective terms and social emotion via their co-occurrences. 

 LDA Topic model utilizes terms co-occurrences information within a document and discover the fundamental topics within 

affective text. 

 Emotion-Topic model can jointly estimate the latent document topics and emotion distribution in a unified probabilistic 

graphical model.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Our Proposed system consists of two phases as mentioned below:  

A. Training Phase  

Here we will be following supervised learning algorithm to train the data set. Emotion data set containing emotion and sentences 

will be our input training data set in form text files. We have kept our scope limited to English language; also we will be 

handling six emotions. Those are Warmness, Boredom, Amusement, Empathy, Touched and Surprise. We pre-process our 

training data set. Following are steps that we follow for pre-processing: 

 Stop Word Removal: Here we are removing extremely common words which would appear to be of little value in helping 

select documents matching a user need are excluded from the vocabulary entirely. These words are called stop words. We 

are maintaining a list of stop words for this.  

 Slang Words Identification and Replacement: Slang words have the ability to interrupt and falsify Natural Language 

Processing tasks done on social media text. Now a day’s user may use slang words, so we need to handle those with slang 

word identification and replacement. 

 Pos Tagging: For Pre-processing we will perform POS Tagging and Document Frequency Identification. In word separation 

it may use part-of-speech to separate words. Part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging or POST), also called grammatical is the 

process of marking up a word in a text as corresponding to a particular part of speech. A simplified form of this is 

commonly the identification of words as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. It gives relevant information about the role of 

a word in its narrow context. We will be using noun for finalizing our emotion training data set. 

 After pre-processing we will be treating that as bag of words for which we will be calculating probability with respective 

each emotion. 

 After all this we calculate LDA sampler 
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Fig. 3.1: Overview of Proposed System 

 
Fig. 3.2: Relationship Diagram 

Above image shows relationship between emotion, document and words.  
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B. Testing and Result Generation 

In testing phase user gives input data set.  

For user entered dataset pre-processing is performed same as in training phase. Then pre-processed data is given to LDA model 

which generates probabilities for user input dataset. Now pre-processed data set will be classified with the help of Naïve 

Bayesian Algorithm and Nearest Neighbour Algorithm. This will compare trained data set with user entered data to find accurate 

Emotion. After detection of emotion we will be showing emotion with emoticon. Based on emotion we are playing 

IV. APPLICATION 

 Emotion aware recommendation like advertisement and songs etc 

 Interactive E-learning sessions with emotion regulation 

 Analysis of blogs, comments, feedback, reviews and tweets based on emotion present in it. 

 Predicting Personality factor with help of emotions    

V. RESULTS 

A. Experimental Dataset 

For result generation we will be providing text file. Here for testing purpose we have taken story from online forum which is 

having 39 line and 11700 characters in it. Below is a story snippet. 

 
Fig. 5.1: User Entered Input 

 

We will be taking this input from user and performing pre-processing steps on it. After pre-processing we will be 

passing those to classifier class used for our proposed system. Classifier is responsible for successful emotion generation form 

input text. Below is the result generated for above snippet? 
Table 5.1: Result Generated after Classification 

Words Finalized for 

Testing After 

Preprocessing 

story fiction fantasy love life color kind middle after/IN Aiden year school English class sight fact wall anger end 

hanging lunch day church laugh thought ridiculous time summer time patio drink sophomore stage food chain drive 

age part job birthday mine silver cobalt car choice dismay taste freedom football game note locker read wear tonight 

surprise pick home turn room mess clothing dong yellow sundress greet city Italian restaurant beach sun water set 

light show moment autumn chuckle heart chance change shock smile walk guess fall friend instant night dinner prom 

king queen graduation Virginia tech couple college weight worry fine bug liar face pale mid dorm movie couch blood 

cry agony sound gurney ambulance stay hospital er doctor dr cancer toll spread chemo month resting leave door doc 

huh word wait hold rest left bed rot die voice crack feeling bag edge hand promise deal head sadness brighter 

advantage hope stand health body mass watch reading book put fairy tale princess prince baby 13th Wyatt 

Montgomery inspiration partner confidant road adventure case test 

Predicted Result Touched 
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We deal with emotion detection but along with that we will be displaying result inform of images (emoticons) and 

music. Below is result generated for story snippets provided above. 

 
Fig. 5.2: Result of Emotion Detection 

Here we can see Summarized result is generated along with emoticon. 

B. Accuracy 

1) Kappa Statistic 

The kappa statistic measures the agreement of prediction with the true class --1.0 signifies complete agreement.  

2) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

The MAE measures the average magnitude of the errors in a set of forecasts, without considering their direction. It measures 

accuracy for continuous variables. The equation is given in the library references. Expressed in words, the MAE is the average 

over the verification sample of the absolute values of the differences between forecast and the corresponding observation. The 

MAE is a linear score which means that all the individual differences are weighted equally in the average 

3) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 

The RMSE is a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error. The equation for the RMSE is given 

in both of the references. Expressing the formula in words, the difference between forecast and corresponding observed values 

are each squared and then averaged over the sample. Finally, the square root of the average is taken. Since the errors are squared 

before they are averaged, the RMSE gives a relatively high weight to large errors. This means the RMSE is most useful when 

large errors are particularly undesirable. 

The MAE and the RMSE can be used together to diagnose the variation in the errors in a set of forecasts. The RMSE 

will always be larger or equal to the MAE; the greater difference between them, the greater the variance in the individual errors 

in the sample. If the RMSE=MAE, then all the errors are of the same magnitude 

Correct classification of Instance will tell us how accurate our model is below table show us result generated after 

classification. 
Table 5.2: Evaluation Result of Classification 

Correctly Classified Instances 6 

Incorrectly Classified Instances 0 

Kappa statistic 1 

Mean absolute error 0.1319 

Root mean squared error 0.1884 

Relative absolute error 54.55% 

Root relative squared error 54.39% 

Total Number of Instances 6 
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Correctly classification of Instance in percentage is 100% and Incorrect Classification of Instance in percentage is 0%. 

Since RMSE=MAE so errors are of same magnitude. So accuracy of our model is 100% we can say it is good model. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We present and examine a new problem called Emotion Generation and Summarization form Affective Text, which aims to 

discover and model the connection between text document and user-generated emotions. We proposed to determine our model 

with document collections as input data from different social networking sites, and we can apply the model to other applications 

such as emotion-aware recommendation of advertisement, songs and categorizing online document based on emotion preference, 

As this is digital era we can see that everything on internet. Our proposed system plays an important role, as it is detecting 

emotion accurately. We can able to provide best solution, high experience to our users based on reviews or recommend relevant 

information. Future Scope of this project is now we are dealing with only text. This may create ambiguity in finding emotion. If 

we combined it with voice (speech) then it will give us more accurate result. Also if we want more accuracy to detect emotion 

we can use combination of voice and facial expression. We can configure database to provide input so we can consider large 

data. 
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